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Abstract: This study explores a socially relevant problem related to teachers' conceptions of hate speech from a gender perspective 
present in the discourse of teaching history and social science educational practices. The methodology was used within the paradigm 
with a case study design, as a generalization was not intended. The sample consisted of 80 professors of history and social sciences. A 
quantitative questionnaire was used to determine the conceptions of the participants. The main findings include the constraints 
placed by programs and curricula on the presence of hate speech, student interventions in classes, and strategies implemented by 
participating teachers to position counter-narratives to hate in their practice. The conclusions include the importance teachers place 
on analyzing the prevalence of hate speech in their practice, both by students and the media, and its impact on teaching. In addition, 
the results offer some educational insights and perspectives for positioning hate speech as a transformative social justice perspective.  
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Introduction 

The general concern about the prevalence of hate speech and the problems its very existence brings is undeniable in 
various fields (Arroyo et al., 2018). Aspects such as discrimination, judgment, and stereotypes related to otherness have 
been common and reiterative characteristics throughout history. Recently, however, hate speech has become more 
prevalent in society. As Izquierdo (2019) notes, social networks and mass media create a situation in which any 
comment or other type of expression can be instantly spread across the globe. This finding multiplies the negative 
effects of hate speech. 

According to Massip et al. (2021) and Stanley (1991), this type of speech has increased with the rise of new types of 
fascism and populist speech that propose binary structures of a struggle between "them" and "us." Social networks are 
the main media in which this speech is disseminated. Sponholz (2016) notes that one of the characteristics of hate 
speech is to attack the specific characteristics of people rather than the ideas they express or share. 

Literature review 

According to Emcke (2017), hate speech is an issue of the past when it attacks certain groups; however, today, it has 
resurfaced. The European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) defines hate speech as follows: 

“Encouragement, promotion or instigation in any of its shapes, of hate, humiliation or undervalue of a person or group. 
As well as harassment, discredit, and spread of negative stereotypes, stigmatization, or threat concerning the person or 
group of people justifying these manifestations based on race, color, ancestry, national or ethnic origin, age, disability, 
language, religion, or beliefs, sex, gender, sexual orientation, and other characteristics or personal conditions” (ECRI, 
2016, p. 25). 
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Researchers such as Arroyo et al. (2018), García (2018), Massip et al. (2021), and Massip and Santisteban (2020) state 
that the creation of an enemy image is based on some specific characteristics: a) lack of trust in others, b) blaming 
others for present and past events, c) negative actions with harmful outcomes, d) identification of others as wrong and 
with values that do not correspond to one's own, e) denial of individuality, f) representation as a homogeneous 
collective, g) denial of empathy. 

According to Parekh (2006), three characteristics that constitute hate speech can be distinguished: 

a) Hate speech refers to an individual or a group of people, as opposed to someone expressing hatred against all 
people, which cannot be qualified as hate speech. 

a) Hate speech leads to stigmatization of the population against which it is directed. This result means that 
various characteristics are attributed to this group, which are considered undesirable.  

b) The hate group is displaced from normal social relations. Thus, these people, or groups, are considered foreign 
through hostile expressions (Izquierdo, 2019, p. 45). 

From conceptualizations, such as the 'enemy image', the idea of a person or a group that is responsible for everything 
unjust or not part of the common dynamics of the system is built and, therefore, can be troubling (Anguera et al., 2018; 
García, 2018; Izquierdo, 2019).  

In this way, according to Arroyo et al. (2018) and Santisteban (2004), the perception that is built is identified or defined 
by seven attitudes toward the enemy image: (a) mistrust; (b) the enemy is always the one to blame; (c) everything the 
enemy does harms us (negative attitude); (d) the enemy wants to destroy everything we treasure, so they must be 
destroyed (identification with the wrong); e) every benefit to the enemy is therefore harm against us (negative 
simplification); f) anything to do with the enemy is immediately our enemy; g) we have nothing in common with our 
enemy, so nothing will make us change our minds (denial of empathy) (Izquierdo, 2019). 

It is important to refer to Sakki and Pettersson's (2016) claims that three different types of hate speech are spread 
through digital spaces: Those that describe otherness as a difference with a focus on social exclusion, others that can 
understand that otherness is linked to oppressive ideologies that could pose a threat, and speech that describes 
internal enemies in such a way that makes it seem like a conspiracy.  

According to Massip et al. (2021) and Gagliardone et al. (2015), when analyzing the emergence of hate speech on social 
networks, some characteristics can be distinguished: a) the duration of exposure: when the content remains online for 
a long period making their effects deeper concerning the formation of opinions and attitudes, b) the chance of 
itinerancy: when the content is withdrawn but persists or is re-shared in other areas, and c) anonymity: when 
anonymity is used to spread messages that lead to the radicalization of destructive behavior without fear of the 
consequences they may bring. 

According to Emcke (2017), spreading hate speech creates certain representations of the collective marked as the 
enemy. People create attitudes of rejection toward people or groups based on their religion, culture, skin color, gender, 
and sexual orientation to make them seem dangerous to the rest of society. 

Social studies instruction must promote critical thinking so students can question and intervene in real social events, 
seek solutions, and present alternative narratives to hate speech (Ortega-Sánchez et al., 2021). 

In teacher education and classroom practice, there are clear boundaries for narratives that can be tolerated in a 
democratic framework (Ortega-Sánchez et al., 2021). Teaching staff needs to be familiar with hate speech that is 
disseminated. At the same time, addressing it in the classroom from a critical perspective promotes the construction of 
a counter-narrative based on social justice and the fight against discrimination. 

Gender Perspectives 

It must be acknowledged that there are still cases of exclusion and discrimination against gender and sexual diversity, 
as shown in a 2011 United Nations study. Studies such as Kattari et al. (2018) note that LGBTIQ+ people currently 
suffer various marginalization. 

The studies of Heras-Sevilla et al. (2021), Marolla-Gajardo (2019), VanSledright (2013), and Wineburg (2001) show 
that the teaching of history and social sciences is still framed as a chronological, positivist, and traditional type of 
knowledge that moves away from socially relevant issues and the development of critical thinking. The norm is to make 
visible male characters in a position of political, economic, and military power (Marolla-Gajardo et al., 2021), which 
results in the perpetuation of structures of absence and inequality in which the rest of the characters, such as women, 
gender dissidents, migrants, the elderly, and children who have been excluded from sociopolitical hegemony, are 
relegated. 

To work with and question gender, sex, and identity structures taught in school, it is necessary that we subject our 
patterns of language and behavior to critique. As García Luque and de la Cruz (2017) note, it is fundamental to analyze 
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the patterns that are transmitted through what we teach and to examine the roles, stereotypes, and prejudice that we 
teach about with what it means to be a man, woman, non-binary, trans, and other identities that belong to the LGBTIQ+ 
community. 

As Díez and Fernández (2019) note, working from a gender perspective implies questioning established categories and 
proposing a deconstruction of intentions, absences, sources, and transmitted models. Necessarily, one must critique 
and fight against the schemas that have installed men as protagonists and dominant characters and position women's 
actions and experiences as the fundamental axis for transforming gendered social inequality. 

In the work of the gender perspective in didactics, it is necessary to include reflections on the social inequality created 
by androcentric groups (Triviño & Chaves, 2020). Massip and Castellví (2019) state that simply making absences 
visible cannot solve the issues caused by gender structures. Moreover, simply including different characters in 
traditional and currently dominant structures does not generate the necessary impact to bring about change. A critical 
perspective must be taken on how the dominant hegemonic structures have been produced and reproduced (Ortega-
Sánchez, 2017). 

García and de la Cruz (2017) note that education with new models of masculinity and feminism promotes discussion of 
inequality and prevention of gender-based violence. The goal should be to work within the ethics of care, recognize 
emotions, and fight against violence (symbolic, psychological, and physical) to promote dialogue and deconstruction of 
traditionally assigned roles (Díez, 2017; Lomas, 2002). 

As Díez and Juárez (2015) outline, societies have created symbols, patterns, behavioral guidelines, and gender models, 
among others, that have become part of normalized social structures. In these structures, current diversity is not taken 
into account, not only by being excluded from society but also from programs, curricula, and official speeches in school. 
The formal equality discussed in the media and school programs is far from actual equality (Díez & Fernández, 2019; 
García & de la Cruz, 2017). 

In analyzing hate speech from a gender perspective, it is possible to state, following the work of Crocco (2019), Ortega-
Sánchez (2020), and Triviño and Chaves (2020), that we have witnessed not only experienced post-truth as a meta-
narrative but also from a postmodern perspective, the questioning of truth itself. The issue is that the goal of reaching 
an agreement on problematic and sensitive matters while respecting the democratic frameworks may carry the risk of 
generating wrongful speech concerning human rights, the inclusion of diversity, and respect for democracy, among 
others. Triviño and Chaves (2020) add: “Does education for globalized citizenship assume to tolerate the intolerable? 
As Social Science teachers, must we tolerate intolerant speech of the teacher trainees in our classrooms? Can we make 
room for fascist speech in our classrooms?” (p. 88). 

For Ortega-Sánchez (2020) and Ortega-Sánchez and Pagès (2018), the endurance of binary gender identities and the 
production and reproduction of historical school texts with absences and gender inequalities, as Molet and Bernard 
(2015) note, urgently requires work aiming towards undermining the patriarchal system to promote the presence of 
diverse identities. Ortega-Sánchez (2017) adds that citizen participation is the way to face “counter-socialization" or 
"counter-normativity." As García and de la Cruz (2019), Marolla (2019b), and Ortega-Sánchez et al. (2021) note, the 
way to move forward is not to add more content to a saturated curriculum, but to deconstruct current hegemonic 
practices and dynamics. 

However, studies on hate speech from a gendered perspective are scarce. It is worth mentioning the work of Lingiardi 
et al. (2020), who conducted a lexical analysis of the semantic content in a study on the "Italian hate card". This study 
aimed to create a social narrative about people's behavior and attitudes. Among the main findings, women and the 
LGTBIQ+ collective are the groups that receive more hate speech through Twitter. Although social networks can be said 
to provide a democratic space for people to express themselves, at the same time, they can become a place where hate 
speech is spread against different communities, usually under the protection of anonymity. 

Methodology 

Research Design  

The methodology proposed is a quantitative study with a critical interpretative focus (Bisquerra & Alzina, 2004). A 
survey was conducted following the suggestions of Cohen et al. (2011) to answer the research questions. The 
instrument was built with an interpretative focus to understand the social construction of knowledge. The study's 
design was framed in the case study where the interest of the text lies in the comprehension of phenomena, a group, 
and an issue in particular (Simons, 2009). According to Rodríguez-Gómez et al. (1996), a case study allows us to 
contrast the gathered information without intending to generalize.  

Sample and Data Collection 

The sample consisted of 80 teachers, n=80 (women: 62%; men: 38%). A convenience non-probabilistic sampling 
(Cohen et al., 2011) was used to choose the sample based on availability and direct access to the participants. The 
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selection met the intended criteria based on the participants' characteristics and the study's objectives. Criteria include: 
a) ability to access and stay in the field, b) presence of various processes, programs, interactions, and people, c) 
relationship with informants, d) ensuring the quality and credibility of the study, e) being a social science teacher, f) at 
least one year of teaching experience. 

The survey formulated Likert-type questions for measuring attitudes by indicating the degree of agreement or 
disagreement with the statements. A scale with five values for the levels was chosen to suggest options ranging from 
“completely disagree" to “completely agree." The Likert scales were supplemented by two open-ended questions to 
provide contrast in the instrument responses. 

Regarding the characteristics of the sample, the descriptive analysis of the participants is detailed in Table 2, where we 
can see the greater participation of teachers aged between 23 and 40 years (79% of participants).  

A survey following the guidelines of Álvarez-Gayou (2003), Bisquerra and Alzina (2004), and Rodríguez-Gómez et al. 
(1996) is used to construct these instruments. The instrument consisted of three major sections. The first section refers 
to personal identification, years of experience, postgraduate studies, workplaces, teaching level, etc. The second section 
consisted of a Likert scale style item with five indicators measuring the level of agreement and disagreement 
(completely agree, agree, undecided, in disagreement, completely disagree). The third and fourth sections consisted of 
two open-ended questions in which teachers were free to express their ideas. 

The survey was processed using correlative and inferential descriptive quantitative analysis according to the 
definitions of Cohen et al. (2013) and Rodríguez-Gómez et al. (1996). The descriptive analysis focused on frequency 
calculations using Excel software. The rest of the analysis was performed with statistical tests (Creswell, 2014; Latorre 
et al., 1994) under the case applications using RStudio software. 

In addition, male and female responses were analyzed to determine if they differed, as gender identity can sometimes 
elicit different responses to the same questions and topics. Especially given the focus of the study, it was important to 
understand if there was a meaningful difference in terms of gender identity expressed by the participants. 

To obtain an optimal result, the instrument responses were analyzed using the nonparametric U of Mann-Whitney 
technique, because the male participants' responses did not have a normal distribution (Table 1). So, all participants' 
responses were summed to obtain a final score per participant. 

Analysis of the data 

To test the reliability of the instrument, Cronbach's alpha of the variables with the scale measurement was calculated. 
This test examines the characteristics of the measurement scales of the items that make up the instrument. The 
advantage of this coefficient is that it requires only one application of the instrument, considering values between 0 and 
1. The theory is that a Cronbach's alpha of 0.70 or more is a sign that the instrument is internally consistent and 
reliable, since the result is closer to 1. In the case of our study, the calculated alpha is 0.84. 

The result of the test was that, with a value of p = 0.2413, there is no evidence to reject a null hypothesis (𝜇𝑚𝑒𝑛 = 
𝜇𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛), therefore and for this case, there was no difference in the final survey score when the gender identity reported 
by the participants was taken into account. The details are given in Table 1. In the case of women, the value p is 0.6196, 
so H0 is accepted, meaning that the distribution of their answers is normal. While the p-value of men is 0,02339, H0 is 
rejected, meaning that the distribution of the answers is not normal. 

Results 

Concerning the academic information of the participants, table 4 shows that 61% graduated from their program after 
2010. To be precise, 29% of the participants graduated from 2010-2014 and 32% from 2015-2019. It is important to 
mention that, due to the criteria for sample selection, all participants have college-level pedagogy degrees in history, 
geography, and social sciences. Similarly, table 4 shows that 53% have up to five years of experience, and 32% have 
reached ten years of teaching experience. This result shows that the sample consists mostly of teachers with a long 
teaching trajectory, consistent with the years after graduation (see Table 3).  

Tables 5 and 6 show that 59% of the teachers have not completed a postgraduate degree. Those who have completed 
postgraduate studies (41%) are distributed as follows: Diploma courses (36%) and Master's degrees (64%). 

The distribution by educational level of the participating teachers in Table 7 shows that 65% of the participants work in 
secondary school education. The rest of the participants (35%) work in primary school. 

Instrument Analysis 

Regarding the instrument analysis and the questions in the survey, it can be said that some interesting ideas emerged 
from this study. 47% of responses in the "agree" category with the statement "Hate speech exists in the context of 
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teaching practices, hate speech is present”. This result is relevant because 29% stated there is no discussion of hate 
speech in their classroom. 

Regarding the statement "Students' remarks refer to a specific population when they use hate speech," 38% of 
participants acknowledged that there are hateful comments and that they create conflict in the classroom at the same 
time. However, 12% of participants indicated that such a situation does not exist. In any case, this contrasts with the 
statement mentioned in the previous paragraph, in which 29% indicated that there are no problems in this regard in 
their classrooms, which raises doubts about what is happening in the classroom. 

It is important to point out that in response to the statement “The students react against sexist or discriminatory 
remarks," 62% affirmed that this answer applies to their classroom practice. In comparison, 12% indicated that they 
disagree with this criterion. This result cannot be related to the results of the statement “student’s remarks are usually 
sexist", where 47% declared to agree with these issues occurring during their teaching practice. In comparison, 32% 
disagreed with this statement. 

It is interesting to note that there is a tendency towards evidence when it comes to the statement "students spread hate 
and gender discriminatory comments they learn through social media," where 44% of participants declare to “agree" 
with this statement and 12% "completely agree". This can be related to the statement "Social networks greatly 
influence student’s speech,” where 44% claim to “completely agree" and 47% "agree", thus acknowledging the 
importance and influence of social media on the spread of hate speech and its occurrence during class.  

Regarding the statement "It is complicated to go through the content of the curriculum in the subject of history because 
students spread sexist, racist or discriminatory ideas and statements", 53% disagree with this criterion. However, it is 
important to point out that 18% agree with this statement, where it can be interpreted that such hate speech from a 
hate perspective cannot be included in the lessons. 

The above statements can be compared to "I normally include content from social networks in my lessons" and "I 
include material that shows signs of hate speech from different perspectives to encourage debate among students." For 
the first criterion, 47% of participants agreed, and 26% disagreed with this statement. For the second criterion, 59% of 
answers state “agree" and 15% state “completely agree". This result shows that teachers use materials and teach with a 
focus on hate speech from the gender perspective. It can be assumed that such expressions occur in the classroom and 
that teachers care about their work simultaneously. 

It is interesting to highlight that while it is implicitly assumed that such messages are spread when presented with the 
statement "hate speech is accepted and spread by a large proportion of students," 71% of participants disagree, and 
12% disagree. This result shows that students do not accept hate speech and that there could be some discussion 
activity when it comes up. 

In the context of hate speech expressed by students, it is important to highlight that teachers consider this situation 
similar to the spread of hate comments on social networks and anonymity works. There is no trend between 
individuality and anonymity, as 50% of the participants are “indecisive” about it, 21% disagree, and 18% agree with the 
criterion. 

Regarding the criterion "Gender collectives and expressions are made to feel unsafe with the spread of discriminatory 
speech”, the teachers manifested that 24% of the teachers disagreed, and 56% agreed with this criterion. This result 
indicates a violation of certain collectives and communities to which hate speech is directed. This result can be related 
to the previous paragraphs and ideas in which such difficulties related to teaching practices are highlighted. 

Concerning these results and the criterion "I tend to promote attitudes and values of respect concerning the diversity of 
gender and all kinds in my lessons”, the participants indicate that 71% fully agree and 29% agree. This result 
establishes a link between teachers' work and concerns about the intrusion of expressions directed at certain 
collectives. Regarding the criterion "I lead and disagree when gender hate speech is spread,” the participants indicated 
79% complete agreement and 21% agreement. This indicates that, from the teachers' point of view, there is a political 
and social commitment to point out hate speech the moment it occurs and make them deal with it by analyzing and 
reflecting on these situations.  

Finally, regarding the point "The curricula provide space to work with hate speech", 59% of the teachers agree with the 
statement that the curricula provide space to acknowledge the existence of hate speech. From the teachers' perspective, 
it can be interpreted that the work on analyzing hate speech is done within the framework of a formal curriculum. To 
see all that was said in detail, see Table 8. 

Correlation Analysis of Answer Variables  

Table 9 contains only meaningful results for the correlation test, showing the relationship between the two variables 
studied. The correlational analysis of the responses was evaluated with a non-parametric test. In this case, Spearman 
correlation was used (H0= no relationship between the variables) because they did not show the normal distribution in 
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the Shapiro-Wilks test. There was a correlation between many of them (to correlate, H0 must be discarded, which is the 
case for values below 0.05) (see Table 9). 

Using the information in Table 9, one can see some interesting data, such as the correlation between Question 2 and 
Question 4. Question 2 refers to students' hateful comments toward a certain population group. Question 4, on the 
other hand, states that hateful comments are usually sexist. From this and the correlations made, it appears that 
students' hateful comments are likely directed against a diversity of identities from the teacher's perspective. 

One can also observe a positive correlation (see Table 9) between question 1 and question 7. Considering the ideas 
manifested by teachers, it is possible to see hate speech in the context of teaching practices learned from social 
networks. Moreover, it can be added that there is a positive correlation between the criteria of question 2, which refers 
to hate comments expressed by students and directed against a specific population group, and the content of question 
7, which refers to hate speech expressed on social networks. It is assumed that social networks are a focal point, a 
learning space, and a transmission of hate comments to specific communities. 

In addition, according to Table 9, there is a positive correlation between question 3, which states that students' 
comments unrelated to the content cause conflicts in the classroom, and the content of question 7, where it has 
appeared that these comments cause conflicts that come from social networks. Based on this information, it can be 
assumed that these moments reflect instances of hate speech during classroom practice. 

Following this thought, Table 9 shows a positive relationship with question 4, which refers to sexist comments made by 
students in class. These sexist comments can be related to question 7, where it can be assumed that the source of these 
comments is social networks, as mentioned before. 

There is also a positive correlation with question 6, which refers to how students make associations between classroom 
content and language or language use from social networks, as shown in questions 7 and 8. These two questions refer 
to social networks' meaning and interest, where students also learn and share hate speech. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to assume that students are making connections between the content and hate speech using concepts they have learned 
and echoed on social networks. 

There is also an interesting and positive correlation in the content of question 1. Teachers state that hate speech occurs 
in the context of the content in class, and question 12, states that hate speech comes from anonymity. In this case, it is 
interesting to note the correlation between question 2 and question 12, where we can see that this type of speech that 
spreads anonymously is also directed at a specific population group. In addition, one can notice the correlation between 
questions 1 and 13, in which it appears that teachers declare that hate speech occurs during their work and that, in this 
case, it is accepted and spread by other students. Also, the correlation between questions 12, 13, and 15, in which 
students accept hate speech and students spread it, and that this spread occurs in anonymous collective groups. 

The same principle can be used to comment on the correlation between questions 7 and 13. From these questions, it 
can be deduced that hate speech is usually tainted with sexism and gender discrimination, originating from social 
networks, and at the same time accepted, reproduced, and passed on by students in the class (question 13). In this 
context, the existing correlation between questions 9 and 15 can be noted, in which the complexity of dealing with 
historical content due to the sexist, racist, or discriminatory ideas and expressions of students is noted and, as question 
15 states, that they are not expressed as individuals but as a collective. 

The correlation of questions 6 and 8 alongside question 20. On the one hand, the first two questions establish that 
students associate the lesson content with hate speech, with social media strongly influencing this relationship. All of 
this correlates positively with the idea that curriculum enables hate speech to spread because students interpret 
curriculum perspectives from their reality, and in this case, from what they experience on social media. 

Discussion 

Based on the results of this paper, similar to Ballbé et al. (2021) and Izquierdo (2019), it can be concluded that teachers 
are kept away from an adequate didactic formation that would allow them to deal with hate speech in a way that would 
lead them to promote education for responsible citizenship, the fight against discrimination, and social justice (Marolla-
Gajardo, 2020; Ortega-Sánchez et al., 2021). This result can be associated with initial teacher training that does not 
focus on teachers being able to take an active role in addressing social studies topics. These socially relevant topics are 
aimed at developing social justice.  

Hate speech generally targets traditionally excluded communities from educational programs and curricula and most 
social spaces (Müller & Schwarz, 2020). According to Müller and Schwarz (2020), hate speech today is mainly spread 
anonymously through social networks. 

Educational proposals must be made from the field of didactics; those that enable teachers and students to understand 
how hate speech and gender discrimination are constructed, produced, and reproduced. Moreover, at the same time, it 
offers spaces to critique, struggle, and move towards social justice (Ballbé et al., 2021). It is important to see a 
deconstruction of curricula toward relevant social issues and learning service strategies, or local case studies that aim 
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to build critical global citizenship committed to democracy and the defense of human rights (Emcke, 2017; García, 
2018). 

One of the fundamental strategies that should be worked on is the proposal and construction of counter-speeches to 
hate. These should emerge from speeches that generate ruptures from situations of social injustice. Matters such as 
respect for and protection of human rights, diversity, and democratic freedom of speech should construct discursive 
and practical structures for deconstructing inequality, violence, and transgressions against different collectives. 

Teachers should act as agents of social change by proposing in their practice a constant questioning of social 
normalization structures (Massip et al., 2021). There must be a commitment to social justice to position the 
construction of hate speech as a fundamental axis in the education of students. 

Some research groups, such as the Grup de Recerca en Didàctica de les Ciències Socials (GRDCS), suggest that the 
construction of counter-hate speech is done under the following ideas:  

“a) to identify the social problem or conflict; b) to contextualize the social problem or conflict; c) to identify the people 
who intervene; d) to assess the quality of their arguments; e) to interpret the emotions that are shown in the 
narratives; f) to metacognitively and empathically exercise, of considering how I think and how the others think; g) to 
propose social and political action based on human rights,” (Izquierdo, 2019, p. 48).  

A gendered perspective on hate speech suggests the need to promote a critical and questioning attitude toward 
homogeneities and currents that seek to generate discrimination and judgment and to continue with the reproduction 
of patriarchal hegemonic structures (Marolla-Gajardo, 2020; Ortega-Sánchez et al., 2021). Aspects such as feminist and 
intersectional structures should be part of teachers' everyday practice, even if they are not included in the curriculum 
(Marolla-Gajardo, 2020; Ortega-Sánchez et al., 2021). Promoting critical and reflective thinking about the struggle 
against inequality based on gender and identity is necessary. 

Recent research by Massip et al. (2021) suggests some ideas that can be considered for formulating anti-hate speech. 
The authors suggest some key principles based on the European Council's guidelines on education for democratic 
citizenship: 

1. Democracy must be contemplated as a road in constant construction. Construction can present strengths and 
weaknesses. However, an approach must be taken that is based on democratic construction (Arnstein, 2019). 

2. Liberty as an idea must be taught as a construct that encourages participation. Liberty is essential to the construction 
of democracy (Santisteban, 2019). 

3. Social justice must be promoted as an essential component of democracy (Arnstein, 2019). 

4. Citizenship education must focus on making people visible, e.g., those identities that have been made invisible 
(Marolla-Gajardo, 2019; Marolla-Gajardo, 2020). 

5. Education for citizenship must promote the development of critical thinking as an axis of construction and struggle 
against social inequality (Ortega-Sánchez et al., 2021; Ortega-Sánchez & Pagès Blanch, 2020). 

6. Education for critical citizenship must promote the struggle against fascism, racism, sexism, discrimination, violence, 
and aporophobia, among other beliefs that have produced and reproduced inequality to generate hate speech as well 
as alternative narratives that come from hate perspectives (Arroyo et al., 2018; Massip et al., 2021). 

Teachers can use their official materials to question and address gender perspectives in their lessons (de la Cruz 
Redondo et al., 2019). As de la Cruz Redondo et al. (2019) note, these materials enable: 

a) Question the binary and stereotypical models of gender relations in our society's past and present.  
b) Work on gendered expressions and the omission of this diversity. 
c) Analyze the lack of cultural feminine and other identity references. 
d) Remark on how it is possible to build citizenship without half the population (women). 
e) Undervaluing by making maintenance activities invisible and thus, those who do it (women). 
f) Making invisible, ignoring, and not even considering the existence of diverse identities (p. 285). 

In short, the roles and images around the main characters of history and the taught social sciences continue to be 
framed in traditional structures with a high presence of white men with political, economic, or military power (Crocco, 
2018; Kattari et al., 2018). This contributes to hate speech being produced and reproduced in schools and continuing to 
be directed against this population and community. Due to the actions and decisions of those who determine and 
disseminate what should be taught and learned, there is little information about it. (Emcke, 2017; Müller & Schwarz, 
2020). 

When we look at Barendt's (2019) study, we agree with the findings presented to understand the relevance of 
disseminating hate speech. Such a situation was presented as a problem that needs to be addressed in the classroom, 
especially in history classes (Neshkovska & Trajkova, 2018). ). In this context, it is important to note that according to 
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works such as those by Barendt (2019), Brown (2017), and Paz et al. (2020), hate speech is on the rise in society and 
especially in the classroom. The problem is that teachers do not have the competencies and skills to deal with such 
problems. 

Triviño Cabrera and Chaves Guerrero (2020) suggest some useful ideas to promote in classrooms. These ideas can be 
summarized as follows: a) democratic citizenship education to promote the recognition of identities, the active 
participation of all people, and the protection of democracy; b) history to shape citizenship and democratic 
participation; c) promoting work on different opposites and the understanding of complexity and diversity in society; 
d) promoting critical and creative thinking as a focus of initial education. 

Androcentric and sexist perspectives in history and the social sciences need to focus on training teachers' narrative 
competencies to give necessary visibility to all actors who have been set aside from a hegemonic and patriarchal 
perspective. As Davies et al. (2021) note, all those voices not grounded in tradition are relegated to absence, reducing 
opportunities to count on, identify with, empower, and participate in the struggle against inequality (Marolla, 2019b 
Marolla et al., 2021). 

Because of the topics covered in history, there is a tendency to encourage commentary and expression about cultures, 
peoples, communities, and people in general (Barendt, 2019; Brown, 2017; Paz et al., 2020). Therefore, the perspective 
that the teacher provides on the content is essential. However, the perspective that is worked on depends on the 
teacher's ideology (Bartelds et al., 2020; Ortega-Sánchez et al., 2021). 

Scholars including Díez (2017), Marolla-Gajardo (2019), and Ortega-Sánchez and Pagès (2018) suggest that history and 
social science didactics and formative processes must be central: 

a) The formation of historical and social thought with gender perspective from plurality and social diversity. 

b) In the role of visualization, that the protagonists of the present and the past, be they groups or individuals, have had 
and should have, the principles of the theory of intersectionality must always be taken into account. 

c) Analyzing the narratives and productions of future teachers to analyze what they internalize and understand about 
gender perspectives in the social sciences and its repercussions on their professional future. 

d) Assessment of learning and teaching practices and outcomes establishes the reality of graduates and formative 
actions, transforming obstacles and resistance into opportunities (Ortega-Sánchez, 2020). 

It is necessary to examine teacher practices, content perspectives, and teacher-student relationships in the classroom 
to learn how and at what times hate speech emerges (Barendt, 2019; Brown, 2017). Such discourse, as revealed in this 
study, is not part of teachers' programs or lesson plans but is freely expressed by student groups (Barendt, 2019; 
Massip et al., 2021). For this reason, there is an urgent need to understand the presence and work around hate speech 
in the classroom while also exploring how counter-narratives to hate can be generated through teachers' work 
(Neshkovska & Trajkova, 2018; Ranieri, 2016). 

Conclusion  

It is evident that hate speech from a gendered perspective emerges and circulates in Chilean history, geography, and 
social science classes. Most of these hate speeches are uttered by students influenced by sexist information on social 
networks. At the same time, these are complemented by the speeches they hear in their own family and environment. 
This situation can be used to illustrate further the great influence of cultural media on the educational processes of new 
generations. At the same time, it validates the importance of this study as it analyzes an issue recognized by the 
participating teachers. 

The teachers' statements about students not accepting hate speech from a gender perspective in school because they 
recognize that it is a violation of the people to whom this hate speech is directed invite for us to recognize that the 
people who integrate school communities are not indifferent and passive to these situations. This finding reveals 
opposing transversal attitudes towards the emergence and spread of hate speech from a gender perspective in schools, 
which is fertile ground for developing actions aimed at didactically addressing this issue. At the same time, this could 
encourage addressing hate speech from a perspective that involves the entire educational community and assigns the 
educator's role to everyone who works in the school. 

As mentioned above, it can be confirmed that from the teachers' point of view, there is a will to combat hate speech in 
their workplace pedagogically. They express their political and social commitment to address hate speech the moment 
they perceive it, approaching it analytically and thoughtfully and considering what might result from their dialog with 
formal curriculum perspectives. This situation invites us to reflect on the need to examine the foundations and 
capabilities in didactics that teachers have developed to provide this orientation. 

First, this suggests that teachers, perhaps without instruction in gender perspectives, are embracing the option of 
addressing hate speech as part of their instructional proposal. For this reason, it is necessary to promote a didactic 
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construct within the social sciences that specifically addresses this issue. This is to provide teachers with tools to 
counteract the growth of hate speech from a gender perspective from a learning process perspective. 

At a second level, and in the context where the work takes place, teachers prioritize the formal curriculum, perhaps 
showing the difficulties in developing other possible repertoires to consider when working with these topics. 
Concerning this result, we can highlight three aspects. First, teachers are very interested in integrating topics related to 
the emergence of hate speech into the curriculum. This would allow them to encourage students to recognize their 
ideas' origin and question their positions while participating in the construction. Secondly, the questionnaire results 
show that there is an immediate response to the occurrence of hate speech by not letting the opportunity pass and 
creating learning scenarios that allow for the development of critical judgment. Finally, it is necessary to adapt the 
presented proposals to combat gender hate speech to find proposals that allow teachers to propose alternative topics 
related to current societal issues. Most importantly, there is a need to consider gender perspectives in the school 
environment and the context of disseminating hate speech.  

It is crucial to highlight the importance of further exploring hate speech from a gender perspective by analyzing 
teachers' practices and contexts experienced in educational settings. The researchers of this study believe that this 
promotes the creation of an overview that fits the context, thus allowing the rescue of the perspectives and feelings of 
all participants. At the same time, it is necessary to examine more closely the ideas and representations of children and 
adolescents because, according to the data collected, there is a dichotomy between this type of speech. This could lead 
to the hypothesis that they may not recognize this type of language in the information they receive from social 
networks. This is evidence of the need to create instances that allow for critical literacy development in educational 
practice. This is because it would enable students to adopt a more reflective attitude towards the information they 
receive when it shows evidence of hate speech towards a collective. 

Finally, it is important to highlight early teacher education's responsibility in creating formative pathways for teachers. 
They need to be pathways that contribute from the pedagogical or social studies area to developing competencies that 
can be used to work on critical perspectives in citizenship education. For a while, teachers' political engagement has 
been a key element in addressing these cases in the classroom, and it is necessary to provide them with the tools to do 
so. This would allow for a broader view of addressing this socially relevant issue by not only addressing it through 
mandated curricula but also through experiences and practices that focus directly on eliminating hate speech. 

Recommendations 

First, proposals need to be designed for the training and professional development of teachers working in primary and 
secondary education and dealing with history, geography, and social science teaching from a gender equality 
perspective and assuming that this profile of professionals needs specific training to didactically deal with the 
emergence and dissemination of hate speech from a gender perspective. The question cannot be limited exclusively to 
the presence or absence of these counter attitudes. 

Second, new studies on the emergence and spread of hate speech from a gender perspective should be developed from 
different angles to allow for a more complex understanding. Considering aspects such as a) inclusion of students' 
perspectives; b) analysis of curricular materials, with special emphasis on the study of textbooks that have wide 
coverage in the context of the Chilean school system; c) study of the limits and existing opportunities to include 
formative opportunities for didactic work with hate speech in initial and in-service teacher training; d) Joint study and 
visibility of the didactic experiences developed to address this issue; e) Organization of academic events that allow the 
educational community to learn about the findings concerning this issue, both nationally and internationally. 

Limitations 

It is important to point out early teacher education's responsibility in creating formative trajectories for teachers. 
Those in the pedagogical or social science fields help develop skills that can be used to work on critical perspectives in 
citizenship education. For a while, teachers' political engagement has been a key element in addressing these cases in 
the classroom, and it is necessary to give them the tools to do so. This would allow for a broader view of addressing this 
socially relevant issue by not only addressing it through the prescriptive curricula but also through experiences and 
practices that focus directly on eliminating hate speech. 
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